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ABSTRACT

My thesis is about my experience designing the set for fall 2018 production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream in Randall Theater, Tomlinson in Temple University. It will explain
how I started with the design from reading the script to the final step of the production. Being
deaf helped me to visualize the concept of the scenic design for the play. I learned so much
about communication with the director and creative team. The chapter one explains the
production meeting with the director, where we shared our ideas for the design of the scenic.
Chapter two explains my research and inspiration, progressing from rough sketches to final color
model set. Chapter three explains how we started to build and paint the set from drafting and
paint elevations. It also outlines the progress of building and painting in the black box theatre. It
will also briefly explain how we created props such as the flower, and the technical rehearsals.
Chapter 4 explains about my evaluation of the set such as what it would need to work on or fix
and how proud I was with my work. Chapter 5 is a reflection on this production and my
experience in the graduate program. Appendices include research pictures for inspiration,
drafting, production pictures, renderings, white model, color models, resume, headshot, technical
rehearsal notes, director’s concept and previous productions I designed from first 2 years.
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CHAPTER 1

THE ASSIGNMENT

When I was assigned to design my final project for my final year as MFA, I was
going to design for William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The play was
challenging to read because of Old English language in it and the different locations in
the play. The play performed in the Randall Theater black box, which was another
challenging to put all of the location in the small, tight space. I have a strong visual about
the design especially the fantasy genre. I grew up watching fantasy movies and I was
very obsessed with the magic and colorful scenes which helped me to visualize for A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. It’s one of Shakespeare’s famous productions, and used
very often from recent times in different productions, universities, and an opera. As a
scenic designer, I wanted to design my own way to give a fresh perspective for audience
rather than design similar concepts from previous productions.

Initial Impressions
When I had my first meeting with Lynn, the director, she discussed the concepts
of what she wanted to have in the play. She mentioned big pillows to use for characters
to sleep on or fight with, the big moon and a kind of jungle gym, like the children’s
playground. She wanted it looked playful, and flexible for actors to wander around the
stage during the woods scene. Before the meeting, I attended the Flower Show in
Philadelphia with a good friend. The flower show gave me some ideas for the woods
part. I took as many pictures as I could of the many different structures in each area.
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One area I found had a structure of bamboo put together with overflowing plants and
flowers and other pictures included the glass balls with flowers in it and columns.

Figure 2: Pictures from Philadelphia Flower Show

When I showed Lynn pictures of the flower show on our first meeting and went
over together to see which she liked the best. She made decision so quickly when I
showed her each picture that she liked or not. When she looked at the picture of the
bamboo structure, she wasn’t fan of the Japanese theme so she wanted to keep it simple
as possible so the texture of structure for woods would be just plain and add the greenery
texture on it later. We discussed the use of artificial grass on the platform and some of
the stage floor that the Flower Show had some grass on it in the pictures I took, but we
were concerned about the budget so we had put that on hold. I learned that when I show
pictures from research or locations I needed to crop some of the pictures to help to focus
2

on what I liked for my design instead of show the whole pictures and it would make Lynn
confused of what I wanted her to see.

The Concept
As the scenic designer, I felt it was my responsibility to bring the magical
elements to life in the show to entertain the audience as well as with lightings and
costumes. I showed Lynn a few rough sketches during our first meeting after she shared
her ideas. The sketches included the structure of the woods with the platform and few
abandoned windows on the platform that I found a few abandoned buildings in the
research. I thought the windows could present the part of woods or abandoned places
where the fairies sleep in but Lynn said that it looked like a prison, so I removed them to
leave the space open and flexible on the stage.

Figure 3: Sketch of design
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She liked the idea of using the structure of the woods in the sketch since it looked
a playground. I added the small platform with building and columns from Greece on
stage right to represents the Greece where the show started with Duke and his bride. Two
different locations were difficult to design in the black box theater, so I tried to make the
scale of platform with building small as possible. The Greek building was taken out of
the idea to keep it simple. There was a tree in the sketch (Figure 4) and we both liked it
for some reasons but later the idea of the tree was taken out because we couldn’t see
where to put the tree.

Figure 4: Sketch of Design

Lynn and I discussed the asymmetrical gate to replace the small platform and
Greek building on stage right but then she decided that she didn’t need anything on the
wall except the sky. I proposed the surrounding walls would be painted like a sky. She
still wanted everything to be as simple as possible. We discussed the shapes for pillows,
at first we’d use the shape of giant leaves that actors can sleep on and then later she
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wanted all of pillows to be plain and regular but at same time as comfy and colorful. The
sketch (Figure 5) showed some of pillows shaped like plants or flowers. Lynn would like
to have at least 20 pillows.
I felt the first meeting went well, she seemed very nervous because she was very
new to Deaf person and have two interpreters. She wasn’t sure how she could
communicate with me or the interpreters but really she needed to communicate with me
from eye to eye instead of talk to the interpreter. But she was learning well. Sometimes
she forgot but it was all right, I knew she was trying. Eventually she got better at
communication with me and she was willingly to learn about my culture. I didn’t think
we were seeing it in the time period but since the show was fantasy, so to me it was very
modern and refreshing which it was successful.

Figure 5: Sketch of Design
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CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPING THE DESIGN

Lynn and I discussed about the colors for the show and we mainly wanted blue,
purple and green since it was the nighttime while in the woods and showed a magical
feeling. I used a few pictures from the Philadelphia Flower Show for the woods along
with other pictures from the research I found that has mostly colors of blue and purple for
night.

Figure 6: Inspiration showing stars

Research
The picture has stars that are bright enough to flow which I thought it was very
magical. I avoided looking up the previous productions so I’d have a new ideas for the
scenic design, otherwise it would be hard to design if I look at too many pictures of
previous productions. The play would have two different locations instead of many
different locations, so I had to put them together but it turned out well since it took place
mostly in the woods and in Greece, which is only the beginning and the end. I was using
the stones on down right stage to represent Greece to give the audience the feel of the
6

environment. The picture has antique looking stones which Lynn liked when she looked
at the first time (Figure 7). Lynn wanted all of flowers to be white so the colors will add
on the flowers with lighting (Figure 7). This picture has beautiful colors with stars and
some of stars looked like they were falling but at the same time flowing (Figure 6). I
really liked the picture of fairyland, it gave a mystery and magical and yet at same time a
place I’d like to visit and stay there (Figure 8). That’s what I’d like to do for audience to
feel that way like the picture. It has cool colors but also it has warm side at same time.

Figure 7: Inspiration for street stones to show Greece
and white flowers

FIGURE 8: Inspiration of fairyland
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Figure 9: Inspiration for the moon

The Design Takes a Shape
Since Lynn wanted an open and flexible space in the theater, I played with the
shape of the woods which was based on the structure of bamboo from the flower show.
Originally the moon would be painted on the wall on the upstage, but I thought that I’d
put the moon standing on the platform instead. This helped it stand out and gave the
audience a sense of awe when they saw it for the first time. Pipes were used as the trees
and I covered them with greenery to decorate on the pipes along with white flowers. The
original idea of the greenery would be look overgrown to hide actors while they were
behind it during the scene.
The color rendering from spring 2018 had four ladders that would be used by
actors to climb and spy on the lovers including one ladder behind the moon to show
something new and different for production. The greenery was on the top of the
proscenium in the rendering but the shape of proscenium was odd so the greenery on the
top was taken out but it didn’t affect my design too much.
Originally, the sky was going to be painted on all the walls in the theatre
including the aisle like in the rendering to make the audience feel like they were part of
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Figure 10: Digital SketchUp Model
the story. But the technical director had concerned about the budget and time since it was
limited so we had to figure how to save time. Instead of painting all walls, the paint
started from upstage to the downstage proscenium. Ryan Dent, who was the lighting
designer for this show, and I discussed his lighting in Randall Theater to figure out how
tall to make the pipes as the woods. We agreed that the pipes need to stay lower from the
ceiling to give more space for light equipment. It would make it easier for Ryan to figure
where to set lightings and it didn’t affect my design at all. During our meeting, I took a
good look at Randall Theater. I felt the sky would be good if it stopped at the
proscenium from upstage since it was big enough to tell the story. The walls in aisle have
equipment on it and it would block the part of the sky.
I know Lynn wanted all the walls to be painted like Spelling Bee from spring
2018 which the walls was fully painted for gym scene in the show. For my show, we
would run out of time if we paint the whole theater. My mentor discussed with Lynn
about it and she was fine with changing the idea about painting the walls. I mentioned to
Lynn about plastic balls with flowers in them but Lynn wanted to have only one ball to
have flowers in it. I felt use less plastic ball would affect the magical feeling but Lynn
wanted to keep things simple so I had to go along with it and I was hoping my design
9

would look good when it was done. It was hard to keep the design when the director
wanted to change things but if she thought it was for best then I had to let it happen. The
platform was a little difficult to design since it was huge piece and I’ve ever designed
anything like it before. It almost filled the whole stage floor except downstage to give
some space for the Greece part and actions. I created a little step for the platform but
eventually I changed to a full size for step to match the shape of a platform. At first I
created a 45 degrees angle of the steps to make it look like hills but the technical director
had concerned about the actors’ safety so Lynn and I agreed to have only steps instead of
steep angle to make it easier for actors to walk on.
When I started with the color rendering, I used SketchUp to create the scenic.
(See Figure 10) SketchUp really helped me to create the structure and then I borrowed
some pictures for the sky to load them on the walls. Then I transfer it to the color paper
to trace it. I used the color pencils for set and used the paint for greenery and plastic balls
with flowers in them. I thought blending the color pencils and paint worked out very
well. I was happy with how it looked. The small platform on stage right was included in
the rendering before it was cut. Also the whole floor was covered with grass at first in the
rendering (see Figure 11) and then added the stones part later in the SketchUp above. The
first production meeting went well, I took my time to explain to everyone in the meeting
about my design ideas which they understood and I showed them a color rendering and
they loved the colors. I realized that I took my time to explain and I felt so much better
than before with previous productions I designed from my first 2 years.
Giving presentations to the team was very challenging and I was very nervous. I
was rushing with my ideas since the meeting was only an hour and I felt I didn’t have
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enough time to give my presentations. But taking my time helped a lot to make me
comfortable. Taking time is important to me to help the creative team understood my
ideas better. I wrote down the list of what I should say before the meeting which was
useful. My brain might work in different way than others so I had to take it slow to keep
things flowing. Since there were time and budget limits, I had to change from four
ladders to only two ladders for budget reasons. When there was greenery originally fully
dressed such to cover some of the pipes and hanging where actors hide behind, I got rid
of all of greenery in the SketchUp for lighting plot to help Ryan to visualize where the
lights would go. Lynn looked at it without greenery and she loved that it showed the
structure of the woods and wanted the greenery to be less to almost none but I tried
talking to her into a little greenery otherwise the pipes would look naked so the greenery
would just simply wrapped around the pipes with no over-hanging. The flowers were
still part of the woods design.

Figure 11: Color Rendering
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CHAPTER 3

IMPLEMENTING THE DESIGN

Figure 12: 1/2 inch scale color model

The Design process went very well. Lynn and I had meetings way ahead of time
which I needed to give me more time to process the ideas and made things easier for me
and creative team. Next step was doing the drafting and building the color model for the
final design meeting and color model would be used as paint elevation for shop. My
favorite part about building a color model was using the glow-in-the-dark paint called
12

MX24 glomania to dot the stars and on vines as flowers. When I showed my color
model, the creative team impressed and I was very happy with it.
I took my model to the lighting lab to let Ryan used it to test his lighting as well
with costumes. When he was playing with the colors of lighting on the model, it looked
great. When the lighting completely went off, we could see the glow-in-the-dark stars in
the model and it looked very magical and it reminded me of Twilight Zone when there
were starts in opening and closing sequence. I created a big sample to paint the sky and
stars. I tried to spatter on it with a wet brush and white paint to create the small stars
which worked out. I also made large and medium sizes for stars to see which size is the
best. I tried to lay in glow-in-the-dark from thin and thick to see which either thin or
thick worked. Lynn, Ryan, and Kathleen Embrey, who is the costume designer for this
production, and I met in lighting lab to test out the sky sample and white fabrics for
costumes. Ryan used mostly blue, yellow, green and red lightings to test out and the
colors matched with sky really well. The fabrics really stood out with the lightings and I
felt those fabrics would help to separate the actors from the scene which balanced
everything out well.

Drafting
The Design for A Midsummer Night’s Dream was very simple but it has very
specific measurement for platform and pipes. The shape of platform was a little difficult
to design and measure. The shape was almost like an octangle but only had three sides.
The pipes were very easy to draft. Also I had to put each letter in alphabet order for pipes
in both of the ground plan and the front elevation. I numbered of each pipe where to set
on the platforms and attach with other pipes. I thought it would be easy for the technical
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director to read it. The information for fittings to attach the pipes to each other was on
hold until discussed with technical director about specific for fittings to attach. The
height for pipes was originally 13 feet tall until Ryan and I discussed that the height
needed to reduce by 1 foot to give more space in the grid. It didn’t affect my design, I
just adapted a little. I specified how the pipes were to attach to the floor first and then lay
the platforms. But instead the platform was put down and then the pipes were attached to
the platform but I was happy how it looked. Also, before I turned the drafting in the scale
of the moon had to be reducing by a few inches in width so a stage left could have more
room for actors to enter and exit behind the moon. It was not a big change in my design
and the moon was still big, so I was satisfied with it. When the set was built, I noticed
that a pipe downstage was a little lower than others in my original design, but I couldn’t
say anything about it and I thought everything looked fine. I just wish that the technical
director had discussed the change with me first before setting it up. I had issues
communicating with him like when we set up a meeting time to discuss the drafting. A
week later when I was going to meet him and he seemed like he forgot or something and
he was a little off but the meeting went well, very short meeting but I felt everything went
well.

In Paint Shop
Tim Pence was the charge scenic artist for the show. We mixed a few different
shades of blue for the night sky and green for the platform and stage floor as well. We
tried to paint three different shades of blue on the walls to blend together but we were
struggling with it. I noticed that paint on the wall was different than how I painted mine
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for the color model which was easy and quick. The paint on the actual wall was different
and bigger than my model set. The wall had black paint on it and one of the blue shades
paint was eaten up and it was too dark or too purple. Tim found a solution on how to
paint the sky. He used nine separated cans of paint for blue and purple to paint each to
help them to blend together. He showed me his previous work from dark at top to lighter
on the bottom in his home which is what I wanted. He started with a sample to test out
and see how the colors reacted with the black paint before adding the blues. It turned out
beautifully. When we painted them on the walls, it looked good at first, we could see
lines of different color so Tim used a mix of water and purple paint with a sponge to help
the entire colors blend together and it worked out very well.
I felt the lighting would help also to blend the colors together. Painting the walls
was a big part of the project. I was glad I made the decision to stop the paint at the
proscenium because I had to add stars on the sky and it was so much to do and we would
have run out of time. I created two different shapes of stencils for the stars and plastic
sheets with small holes I created with two different sizes of drill for distance parts. I used
a sponge with stencils to paint the stars. After I used one of the big star stencils I used
my finger to rub out the shapes of stars little longer and then added the solid circle in the
center of the stars to create glow effect. It was a lot of progress with stars but I was
happy with how they looked and Lynn felt the same way. The stage floor and platform
were the last to paint as the grass and part of Greece stones. Kate, who is a grad scenic
designer, stepped in and helped us paint the floor green. She went back to work on it
after the evening class to complete the floor which it turned out great just like my model
set. Tim did a lot of work on the moon and it looked beautiful when I went there to look
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at it during the focus day and I was very happy with it. I noticed Tim used some fabric to
glue on the plywood of the moon which it worked well with the texture. Fabric is Tim’s
specialty which I was very impressed with it. When Ryan was working on his lighting
design, he used some of lighting on the moon to make it look like it glowed and it worked

Figure 13: (Left) painting sample. (Right) painting the wall as sky in Randall
Theater
out well. I really liked how he used different colors for the moon to match the mood in
each scene and I felt it was very magical. Tim was painting the stones for Greece part
where the royal court would take place at the beginning and ending of the play. At first,
the colors for the stones were very bright and Ryan was concerned about how it affect our
designs but I told him that Tim was still working with it so I discussed with Tim to make
sure the colors would stay little darker. The final process of stones was a success and
less distracted. Lynn liked what she saw in process. Only she was concerned about the
masking wall on stage right because she could see the edge was a little far from the pipes.
But Fred and I told her that we’d paint the edge black and added the greenery to hide the
edges and also with lighting really was helpful to hid it as well. When I saw lab students
16

were painting the pipes with base green. The green was bright and I was worried about it
but I told myself that it was in-process and would take time. When they added layers
with three different shades of green on the pipes and they turned out great just like my
color model so I was glad. I was glad to have a good team to work with. Ryan Dent was
doing focus on the lights from Figure 14 below, he put many different colors for lighting
to blend together and brighter colors on the moon to help it glow which it worked. He
sent me a picture of it with lighting on it to check if I liked it which I loved.

Figure 14: Scene in focus
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Figure 15: Lights being focused (photo by Ryan Dent)

Props
Fred Duer, the chair of theatre department, who is also my mentor, helped me to
look over the vines and flowers for the woods to cover the pipes; we found one that had a
little yellow on the edge of leaves which was what Lynn wanted to have a little mix of
green and yellow to stand out. We ordered different kinds of flowers such as tea roses,
and white lilies. When I showed Lynn the flowers while we were in the light lab to test
the sample with flowers, she only wanted tea roses which were very small. I wished we
could use three different kinds to show variation of flowers to help them stand out a little.
It was hard to discuss with her to keeping those all of flowers, but I understand that she
wanted it so I respected it. I was talking with Lynn about the hot pink lily that could be
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used for magical flower which Puck used to drop the ‘juice’ in lovers’ eyes while they
were sleeping.
During the rehearsal, I noticed that the hot pink lily was replaced with a purple
and blue flower. But I just left it alone and kept going with the progress. Then the
plastic ball arrived to put the magic flower in, I talked with Lynn about it and she
changed her mind about have plastic ball, she didn’t want to use it so I couldn’t find
words used to convince her.
The pillows would be used for actors to sleep, sit on, or use to fight. I used the
purple fabric for the pillows to help them stand out from the green and blue colors. The
texture was simple and I found one online last spring (2018) which was cheap. It had
little stars and was sky-like but subtle. Fred and I looked at the same fabric later in the
fall and it weren’t in stock anymore but luckily Fred helped me to find another fabric
which had cloudy-like and purple yet simple at same time which I was happy with that.
The size for pillows was 43 inches on each side. Then Lynn wanted to have some
various sizes for the pillows which it was fine with me. Graduate, undergrad students
and I were wrapping the greenery around the pipes. We ran out of greenery and a few
pipes from upstage still needed to be covered so we found some extra of greenery from
storage. The leaves were little bigger than the others but after they were wrapped on last
few pipes, and during the rehearsal when the lights dimmed on upstage, I couldn’t tell the
difference, so it worked out well. The masking wall was added on stage right by the
moon to mask when actors enter and exit the stage behind the wall. The wall was added
with painting as sky and stars to blend with the other walls. Lynn was concerned about
the edge of the masking wall that was seen but later I painted it black paint to hide it.
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The masking wall was standing between two pipes, so the edges hid behind the pipes. I
could see the edge from stage right but during the rehearsal, the lights on upstage were
dimmed the whole time and it helped a lot to hide the edge. The two ladders were at two
different locations; one at first was standing in front of the moon and another one behind
the moon. The ladder in front of the moon was moved to stage left by a few feet than the
original location which was fine with me. I noticed that moving the ladder gave more
space for actors to walk around the moon.

Tech Week
At the beginning of the tech week, during the rehearsal I noticed the pipes were
wobbling a little when actors put their hands on them while they were walking around,
and it concerned me that the pipes could come off the platform. But the next day, we
attached an extra piece of pipe between the top of the pipe and the ceiling to help the
pipes stand still. The extra pipe was painted black to make it invisible and it worked out
very well during the rehearsal when the lighting was dimmed. I couldn’t see an extra
pipe so I was very happy with it. I noticed there was a difference in the show that Lynn
changed the direction for the pillows, none of the actors use the fight part, only when they
slept on or sat on them during the performance in the play. I felt Lynn should let actors
use the pillows more often since they were big part of the scenery. But it didn’t affect my
design.
The white flowers were tied on the pipes at first but during the rehearsal, some of
them fell off the pipes. So, the next day, some of the lab students and I used hot glue to
attach the flowers on the pipes and they stayed on very well. Hot glue could leave some
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strings hanging so we had to be careful with them. We added as many flowers as we
could, and I felt we had enough flowers.
The last few days of tech rehearsal went well and there weren’t many notes to fix or add
since the set was
very simple. I
remember
discussing about
using muslin to
cover the big door
stage right to
blend with the sky
part but it didn’t
Figure 16: Production Photos by Mark Garvin
happen. Maybe I
should have communicated with the technical director more clearly about it but it didn’t
hurt my design at all. I was just glad how everything looked. One tech rehearsal was
canceled due to the bad weather and actors had to make up for the rehearsal the next day
which was supposed to be dry tech. The actors had to skip a class for a make-up rehearsal
to catch up in a few days before the opening night. The glow-in-dark paint was added on
the stars later, I was worried that the paint might not have enough glow. I was concerned
that the paint in the thick parts would be difficult to get off the walls for the next show so
I painted 3 or 4 coats on stars with the lab students’ help. The lighting was on for most of
the show until right before intermission the glow showed up well. I noticed when there
was dimmed lighting on upstage, it made the woods more depth like the woods went and
21

continued and never ended which it was very cool effect and made the audience feel like
they were actually into the woods.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION

I was proud of my design and it looked beautiful along with the lighting. I was
very glad that the process went smoothly, and I liked that I started meeting with Lynn
early in spring before the fall semester which gave me plenty of time to work on the
design. I just wished there was a little more of the scenery, like various sizes of flowers
to help them stand out instead of small roses. I felt the roses weren’t big enough for the
audience to see them, I just hoped they noticed them, but it still had to be simple like
Lynn said. I just thought having different kinds of flowers would show a different world.
The vines on the pipes should have more hanging leaves so it would be different and be a
new perceptive for actors to hide behind the drape of the leaves. I was glad the greenery
was kept on the pipes; otherwise the pipes would look naked. The pipes on stage right
was wobbly, which worried me that greenery or flowers would come loose or fall off but
it didn’t hurt the scenery at all.
The artificial grass would be neat to use and something different. It also would be
fun and get the audience’s attention but since it was very expensive, and the budget was
tight, Lynn and I had to let it go and use paint for grass instead. Paint for grass was to
make it look like a dream sequence in the play. The glow in the dark for stars went well;
I just needed to put more on them so the audience would see them well. Some of the
audience I knew told me they could see it which made me happy. Maybe the black light
would help to make the stars glow for the whole show but it would be difficult and could
affect the colors of the sky. Lynn mentioned about using glow-in-the-dark for the moon
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but I was worried about it because we didn’t have enough of the glow in the dark paint
since the moon was huge. Ryan had a way to make the moon glow by lighting it. I was
relieved and very happy with it. The pillows could have been used more often in the play
instead of leaving them on the stage for most of the show but they look great with my
scenic design.

Figure 17: Production Photos by Mark Garvin
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

A Midsummer Night’s Dream was a good experience since I had a strong visual
for the fantasy genre. Being deaf, I can take advantage by using my eyes more visually.
Being Deaf is a challenging since the communication was difficult with the director if I
didn’t have an interpreter with me. Lynn was very new to communicating with a deaf
person, but she was willing to learn. Not all of directors do that, because they weren’t
trying to learn, instead only focus on design progress or actors. Communication is still
new to me but I’m learning. I felt better communicating with Lynn since she was open to
ideas and working with me.
When directors meet me for the first time as a Deaf person, they need to adapt and
keep me in the loop with the creative team. The previous directors I worked with from
last semester were difficult to work with since they wouldn’t adapt or be patient with me.
Lynn was a better director and she was excited about progressing with the show which it
was understandable. She sometimes forgot to keep me in loop with others before the tech
rehearsal, but I understand that she was very excited about the show. But she made sure I
was in loop with everything during the meeting after the rehearsal so I was happy with it.
It has been difficult to deal with other directors who have no knowledge or refused to
learn from me and learn about Deaf culture. It was very challenging to have
communication with directors but I wouldn’t let my deafness stop me from what I need to
feed my passion. I’m still working on communication and I know that I am getting
better.
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Fred Duer, who is my mentor also, was always there for me and believed in me.
He was willingly to learn some sign with me and learn about Deaf Culture which meant a
lot to me and I really appreciated it. There aren’t many Deaf artists in the country, but
they deserved to be recognized. I only know of a few Deaf scenic designers from places
like California and Washington D.C. I hope in the future there will be fewer barriers for
Deaf artists to get more recognized. I want to keep up with my work to prove to the
world that I can do anything as long as they let me learn from them instead of shutting me
out. I was glad I made a good choice about picking Temple University. I know this
program was a good fit for me. Not only the program but Philadelphia gave me many
opportunities the city; communities, arts, theatre, museums and new people I met. I’ve
experienced so much more than my undergrad college. I’ve seen Broadway musicals in
Philadelphia and learned from my mentor, who helped me to think out-of-the-box, design
more and bigger. I also learned about budgets or time and money.
When I came to Temple University, I only knew the basic design programs such
as SketchUp and Photoshop. Eventually I picked up with these programs very well and it
helped me to visualize the set better. SketchUp is really handful and helped me with the
measurements of the set in the theatre. I enjoyed hand-drawing as well but those
programs also helped me to improve my skills.
The previous productions were good experiences and it was overwhelming as a
scenic designer and communication was very new to me when I started at Temple
University. I’m very grateful to have a mentor to help me to get through it. I learned so
much from him about design skills, and his philosophy. I learned that the design doesn’t
have to be complete right away but continues in the process which helped me to be
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prepared and improve, change or add to the design as much as I could. I enjoyed using
Photoshop for scenic design by adding the depth of textures, colors, shadow and
highlights. I didn’t use the Photoshop for A Midsummer Night’s Dream because I wasn’t
ready to use the program but using hand-drawing and color added more passion to the
rendering than Photoshop. Still, I enjoy the program and it saves some time to fix if I
made mistakes. I learned that there are other opportunities that I could do more than just
scenic designer but also being a scenic artist which I had many experiences from Temple
University, I learned from jobs at Summer Stage in Upper Darby and Midland
Community Theatre in Texas which I lived for 10 months in 2014-2015. I’m looking
forward to seeing where my future takes me after graduate school and learn many things
from the theatre world.
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F.ADDITIONAL PAPERWORK
DIRECTOR’S CONCEPT
BY: LYNN INNERST
Lynn was inspired from the previous production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream
in Forger Theatre in 2016. She loved how it looked with lanterns, pillows, bright moon
and she wanted some of concepts for Randall Theater. She wanted the atmosphere as
fantastical, whimsical and
mysterious. She wanted an
expressionistic moon which it was
big part of all in the play, more
visible and less greenery so the
moon would be seen better.
Simple is better, and not realistic,
according to Lynn. She wanted to
include the pillows like from
Forger Theatre but larger, more
square with shaped one being
accents such as intense color in
pillows. She would love to have
blue, purple for night and green for
woods part. She wanted less
clumpy flowers, variety of styles,
not all the same type, phallic
inspired crimson flower but later
then she just wanted to use all
same type and small white ones as
tea roses like just simple she said.
She wanted the colors for set and
costumes to be opposite to balance
them well such as the court had
crème and white colors, for fairies,
they had beige and tan colors.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Forger Theatre 2016
Director by Aaron Posner
Scenic Designer by Paige Hathaway
Photograph by Teresa Wood
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